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The Beeck Brief 

18th July 2013 
 
 
Stuck in  Mozambique 
It was a pretty good sign that our precarious situation here is Mozambique has been at the forefront of everyone’s mind the last few months when Cam 
heard the kids playing outside yelling at each other “Quick, we’ve got to escape to another country!” Granted, it was soon followed by “But the 
squirrel’s taking poison out of my mouth!” But still, the visa / registration situation here has been a major distraction for us all lately. I had wanted to 
hold out on sending a newsletter until we had our new DIREs in our hands – but who knows how long that could be! For those of you who lost track in 
all the chaos… our DIREs (year long resident visas) expired at the end of April. The department of immigration here refused to give us new ones 
because Global Interaction’s Mozambican registration was nearing expiry (end of May). It was nothing personal – just unfortunate timing. We were told 
there was nothing we could do so we packed up the entire house, preparing to go and spend some time in Malawi until the registration was sorted. At 
the last minute – literally within hours of having packed the last box – we received a 30-day extension, but we weren’t allowed to leave the country. 
When that expired, we were able to get another 90-day extension, but with the same conditions – we can’t leave the country. Our registration is so close 
to being finished! But even so close here could mean a day or three weeks – we’ve done all the bits and pieces to get it done, it’s just awaiting a final 
signature in Maputo. It should be that once we have that in hand, we can get moving on all manner of things to do with Immigration – getting new 
DIREs for us and others, getting the Goods and Ayla and Richelle here, getting visas for visitors etc – but nothing is ever as easy as it appears on the 
surface. But we’re very hopeful that within the month – we’ll have a new registration and next month we’ll have new DIREs. Thank you to all who have 
been praying! There have been a few little miracles along the way and despite feeling a little trapped – we’re glad to still be here! 

 
Gran and Grandad v is i t  L ichinga!  
Not being able to get away for R&R – it was such a huge blessing to have Brian and Shirley (Cam’s parents) come to visit us here. There were a few 
nervous moments wondering whether they’d be able to get a visa at the airport and things didn’t quite go to plan when we couldn’t leave for holidays 
and to drop them off in Malawi but a few changed flights and some fun times here meant it all worked out well in the end.  
The kids had a marvelous time with Gran helping with school, doing crafts and reading endless stories and Grandad giving them chocolate every 
morning before breakfast! It was a very busy, productive, adventurous and fun filled four weeks together involving some house renos, school, market 
trips, farm tours and a trip to the lake. Gran and Grandad did an amazing job! They were up for every challenge we had on offer and had a great time 
getting out and about and meeting almost everyone we know. There are a few photos below but if you want to see more of what we got up to, please 
check out the album on Facebook – you don’t need to have a Facebook account – just click on the link below. 
 https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10151424164980653.1073741830.680085652&type=1&l=f56bb9efc8 
 

 



 
Language and Cul ture Learning  
I don’t know whether it makes me feel better or worse when colleagues who have been here for 15 years say that they are still learning new things about 
the culture or when our Mozambican friends who moved from Zimbabwe early in life say that after nine years of learning Chiyawo (full time 24/7) – 
people were still laughing at their mistakes. This is just not something that you ever “arrive” at. We are learning constantly both through our incidental 
interactions with people and about (there’s no choice really, very few people speak English) and with some specific activities in both language and 
culture.  
 
So at the moment, we both spend about 1 ½ -2 ½ hours with our language helpers Mon-Fri (most days). We’re doing lots of story telling and talking 
and trying to understand more and more as we go along. We also get out and about as much as we can visiting people in their homes or at their farms 
or out in the village and just trying to expose ourselves to as many new experiences as we can.  
 
At the moment our plan is that Cam will keep going with Portuguese for a while and do another phone test in a month or so. Once he’s passed that, 
he’ll move onto Chiyawo. I’m going to keep going with Portuguese for a while too. I’m planning to switch over to Chiyawo once Ayla and Richelle are 
here and I have a little more time on my hands. 
 
Epic Fail Moments in Language 
It doesn’t always go well. I’m sure we say more ridiculous things than we’re aware of but these are some of the sillier ones from recent days… 
Cam while looking at a picture of our househelp when she was pregnant: “Estava preguiçosa!” He said she was lazy, not pregnant!!  
Kath on listening to Dayana’s suggestions of easy snack food to take to the village and hide/eat during Ramadan: “Bananas e massa.” In my brain for 
the next 24 hours I’m wondering how a packet of uncooked spaghetti is an easy snack food? Then it clicked, “Bananas e maçã.” Apple – that makes so 
much more sense! I know they’re similar but given the context you’d think things would click a little bit more quickly than that!  
 
Seriously, sometimes it’s a little bit depressing. Cam certainly doesn’t enjoy it anywhere near as much as I do and it’s not something he’s naturally 
good at (unlike most other things he tries) so it’s a little bit ego-crushing at times and just plain frustrating to not be able to communicate in the way 
you would want to – but we are making progress.  
 
We really did have a great time out visiting people while Cam’s parents were here. It’s always a great opportunity to learn something new and so 
encouraging feeling as though you’ve come somewhere. We went out to visit Januario’s grandma’s farm, the same place we had been to about six 
months before. Back then I was stoked that people let me wash the dishes. This time, I think they just would have been a bit annoyed if I didn’t. I did the 
shopping and some cooking and serving and washing up and it was kind of just expected. It feels like I’m making tiny little steps deeper into the 
culture.  
 
The kids are doing pretty well with it all too. We spent 3 consecutive days in the village and they handled it really well. They’re happy to be out 
wandering around on farms, they’ll eat just about anything they’re given and Tilly’s not even complaining about the hole in the ground toilets anymore! 

 



Kids  
I think the whole uncertainty of our situation over the last few months has been pretty unsettling for the 
kids. They LOVED having family here and while they weren’t completely devastated when they left, I 
think a few weeks later it’s hitting home what they’re missing out on. Jack in particular has been feeling 
a bit home sick. Life here certainly throws up some challenges that they would never have to deal with 
at home, but on the whole they’re doing well. They’ve all been blessed with great health! Apart from the 
odd, minor sickness – they’re doing great! I honestly think they’ve been healthier here than they were 
back in Australia. 

Jack’s halfway through year 2 and doing great! He really loves school! Tilly is doing well with Pre-
Primary. She’s not quite as enthusiastic as Jack when it comes to Maths but her artistic skills are really 
quite mind blowing! Sydney is toilet-training and doing a pretty good job of it!  

Jack and Tilly don’t really have many friends here, which at times can be tough. Jack loves hanging out 
with the Crane boys, even if they are a bit older – so he’s not looking forward to them going on home 
assignment later in the year. There aren’t too many little girls Tilly’s age around which I think she misses 
at times. But usually, they are very happy playing together and they make the most of the opportunities 
they do get to spend time with other kids. Syd on the other hand has Rachel (10 days older) and Levi (6 
months older) who she loves! And Elizabeth (1 month older) on the way really soon – so the 2 year olds 
are set !. 

Speaking of homesickness – there’s nothing quite like missing out on the birth of a niece to make you 
feel a bit miserable! On Monday morning my sister gave birth to her fourth daughter – Sienna Mae 
Cherry. They’re both beautiful and doing really well. I’d give just about anything to pop in and give that 
little girl a huggle. Moving on… before I flood the computer with tears.  

 
Looking Forward… 
I could start this paragraph in exactly the same way I did last time… we honestly have no idea how the rest of this year is going to look. Right now, 
there are so many things hinging on getting our new registration document. Ayla and Richelle have both returned to Australia for counseling for a while 
after having experienced an armed break in to the house they were staying in in Malawi. We’re hoping that they’ll come back and in the process of 
sorting out visas for them but we just need to wait and see. We’re really hoping that the Goods will be able to join us in the next few months and so 
we’re trying to get visas sorted out for them, but we just have to wait and see. At the moment the Cranes are at a Team Leaders conference in Thailand 
and will then be away for holidays, Bek is in Thailand also for a CAL conference and then the family will join her in SA for holidays. The Houstons are 
also heading to SA for holidays and Alan only has a few weeks left before his Gi6Pro term is up. He’s returning to Perth. So we’re feeling a little bit 
emotional! But in all of that, we’re sitting tight, moving ahead with language learning and getting some admin done.  

 
To pray about… 
" Cam is getting along well with his new language nurturer Santos – pray for their relationship to continue to grow.  
" Please join with us in praying that our Registration will be signed and delivered safely next week! 
" Praise God for great health and may it continue!  
" Praise God that we didn’t have to leave the country! 
" Praise God that we had a wonderful, refreshing time with Cam’s parents!  
" Please pray for Ayla and Richelle as they spend some time at home recovering.  
" Please pray for Ben and Sam – it must be equally as unsettling for them just not knowing when they might be able to come! 
" Cam’s had some problems with a sore back for a while now – he’d appreciate your prayer for that.   
" Pray for Al as he prepares to go home – we are going to miss him so much!  

                


